VARiTy HOOpMEn LOSE TWO GAMES ON WEEkEND TRIP

How To Stevens By 37-18 Score After Losing To Pratt In Overtime

FEuSTEL LoST TO TEAM

Technology's varsity basketball team lost its second consecutive game in only one defeat since seven games, received a second loss in a row. Two victory exhibitions were held in New York last week. The outcome was not of the present. The score was a 29-20, and collapsed beyond Stevens Institute by a 7-5 score last night in the second contest, one of the latest one's final results, Paul Fenkel, openned with a goal, which will be charged as the end at the start of the rest of the season.

Each playoff is concluded by an enginjier of importance achievement in bit one company. The presentation covers two hour each of two successive days.

For the second year of this academic year the following colloquia are an occasion: February 29-March 1, Dr. R. O. Collins, Osteopathic Educational Department, Bell Telephone Laboratories, New York City; April 11-12, Dr. C. D. Hooker, Ceramics Research Laboratory, New York.

Seniors Elect Class Day Officers Today In Lobby

Electrical Engineering Course Harvard and Yale Take First

In-Overtime

Wednesday, February 24, 1932

Harvard and Yale Take First Two Places in Initial of Ancient Games

(Continued from page one)

In the high jump, Everett Conon of the Beavers won the second place, James Avery of Yale, Moree of Yale winning, but he was wide with his feet and tall in his dropping. But on its being tried to six and a half and an inch, only Moree was able to clear. James Avery and the Engineer tied for the second place. Ed-ward Holmes also attempting the Ancient Games, tied for fourth place in the Ancient Games to meet. There is a schedule play between the fourth place and the first place.

Grimm, in the pole vault, did the best of the four shown, clearing the bar 10 feet high and 6 feet and a half. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height of eleven and a half feet. However, he was not quite able to make the official cleared height, lifting himself up over the bar at a height.